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ISSUES PRESENTED

1. Whether the court abused its discretion in rejecting plaintiffs’ attempt 

to admit the petitions without authentication.

2. Whether the case should be remanded for further hearings because the 

court limited the parties’ time.

3. Whether final judgment should have been entered while a related 

action remains appealable.

4. Whether the plaintiffs’ suit was barred by A.R.S. §19-122(A).

5. Whether the plaintiffs’ suit was barred by the doctrine of laches.

6. Whether the trial court erred in relying on the evidence presented to 

find two circulators ineligible based on prior felony convictions.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Petition signature sheets supporting the Act, a proposed constitutional 

amendment, were timely filed with the Secretary of State’s office on July 5, 2012.
1
  

The Secretary completed his review of the petitions on August 2 and certified that 

29,123 sheets containing 358,629 signatures were eligible for verification.
2
  The 

Secretary then sent sample signatures to the county recorders for verification, after 

numbering each of the sheets to permit identification of signatures by page and 

                                                
1
 Motion to Dismiss (“MTD”) Ex.1; Ariz. Const. art.4, pt.1, §1(4).

2
 MTD Ex.2.  



line.
3
  On August 27, after the county recorders’ verification, the Secretary 

concluded that the Act had not qualified for the ballot.
4
  

Plaintiffs obtained copies of the numbered signature sheets from the 

Secretary on August 3-7 and provided those sheets to Verify the Vote, an 

organization that agreed to review the sheets for any disqualifying errors.
5
  On 

August 21, Verify the Vote completed its review and provided its analysis to 

plaintiffs, as well as issuing a press release.
6
  The press release did not identify 

specific ineligible signatures and stated that Verify the Vote would not be filing 

suit.
7

Late on August 28, plaintiffs filed suit to bar the Act from the ballot based 

on Verify the Vote’s allegations.
8
  Prior to filing, plaintiffs did not notify the Open 

Government Committee, sponsor of the Act, of their investigation, their findings, 

or their intent to sue.
9

 The plaintiffs’ suit listed more than sixty individual 

                                                
3
 A.R.S. §§19-121.01, 19-121.02; Hearing Transcript (“Tr.”) at 33:20-34:20.

4
 A.R.S. §19-121.04(A); MTD Ex.4.

5
 Tr.19:15-19,40:24-41:2,41:14-19.

6
 Trial Ex.43, aApp.1.  Two of the three plaintiffs were involved in other litigation 

over the Act that overlapped in time with the public records request for petitions 

and the review of the petitions.  MTD Exs. 6, 7, 8.
7

Id.
8
 Complaint; Tr.134:23-136:1,149:21, 150:9.  The Committee’s suit to rehabilitate 

signatures invalidated by the Maricopa County Recorder two days earlier was filed 

that same afternoon.  MTD Ex.2, Tr.135:23-136:1.
9
 Tr.121:23-122:11,134:23-135:22,149:21-150:29.



circulators whose petitions were allegedly invalid, but did not specify which 

numbered signature sheets were at issue, how many signatures were represented by 

the petitions in question, or how many of the challenged signatures had already 

been removed from the total number of valid signatures pursuant to the formula of 

A.R.S. §19-121.04(A).
10

  Even as of the hearing, plaintiffs still had not calculated 

the number of signatures they were seeking to invalidate.
11

  

The suit was set for a half-day hearing on August 30.  At the beginning of 

the hearing, the court informed the parties that time would be split equally between 

them. Plaintiffs did not object.
12

  The court also informed the parties of its 

understanding that, to meet the deadline for Maricopa County’s ballot printing 

process, the court would need to issue a final, appealable order by noon the next 

day, August 31.
13

  

The court held the parties to the hearing schedule, repeatedly reminding 

plaintiffs of their time remaining.
14

  The court nonetheless permitted plaintiffs to 

use two-thirds of the hearing time between the presentation of their case and their 

                                                
10

See Complaint.  The statutory formula subtracts from the total eligible signatures 

all sample signatures specifically found to be invalid by the county recorders, as 

well as a percentage of all other signatures equal to the invalidity rate of the 

sample.  A.R.S. §19-121.04(A); MTD Ex.4.  
11

Tr.77:6-79:13.
12

 Tr.4:6-14.
13

E.g., Tr.198:22-24,7:24-9:13.
14

 Tr.4:6-14,87:24-88:1,95:21-22.



cross-examination of defendants’ witnesses.
15

  When defendants’ concluded their 

presentation prior to 5:00 p.m., the court denied plaintiffs’ request to put on 

additional evidence supporting their case-in-chief, instead limiting the presentation 

to rebuttal evidence.
16

  The plaintiffs declined to put on any rebuttal evidence, and 

the remaining time was used for closing arguments by both sides.
17

The next morning, the court entered a signed minute entry denying relief.
18

  

Despite finding that plaintiffs had introduced evidence of some blank circulator 

affidavits and of two ineligible circulators, the court found that even the maximum 

number of signatures at issue on those petitions was insufficient to disqualify the 

Act for the ballot.
19

  Plaintiffs appealed, and the Committee cross-appealed.

                                                
15

 Plaintiffs had 2:02 for direct and cross examination and 0:15 for closing 

argument, while the Committee used 1:16 and 0:08 respectively, and the Secretary 

used only 0:03 for closing argument.  Tr.
16

 Tr.178:14-179:1.
17

Id.; see also Tr.179:25-180:9.
18

 8/31/12 Minute Entry.
19

 The court’s analysis did not factor in the formula of A.R.S. §19-121.04(A), 

which would not have counted 100% of the signatures on any petitions as among 

the total valid signatures statewide.  The court’s analysis thus overstated the effect 

of the petitions it found plaintiffs had disqualified.



ARGUMENT

I. The court did not abuse its discretion in denying plaintiffs’ attempt to 

admit the petitions at issue via a witness who lacked personal knowledge 

sufficient to authenticate the selected petitions.

Evidentiary rulings are reviewed for abuse of discretion.
20

  In order to be 

admitted, evidence must meet the authentication requirements of Rule 901; 

namely, that the proffered evidence “is what the proponent claims it is.”
21

Plaintiffs challenge the court’s alleged refusal to permit them to admit the 

6000+ signature sheets at issue as an aggregate exhibit comprising four boxes, 

without any index or numbering scheme.  The aggregation of the sheets into a

combined exhibit was not the basis for the court’s rejection of the evidence.  

Rather, the court refused to admit the signature sheets as a group because Plaintiffs 

attempted to authenticate them through the testimony of a witness who had 

insufficient personal knowledge of the proffered exhibit.  In doing so, the court did 

not abuse its discretion.

Plaintiffs attempted to admit the signature sheets through the testimony of 

one of the Secretary’s employees who provided the 29,000+ total signature sheets 

to plaintiffs pursuant to a public records request.  She was able to testify to the 

timing of the plaintiffs’ public records request and the dates on which the requested 

                                                
20

Gemstar Ltd. v. Ernst & Young, 185 Ariz. 493, 506, 917 P.2d 227, 235 (1996).
21

ARIZ. R. EVID. 901(a).



documents were provided.
22

  However, the proffered exhibit was not the entire set 

of petition sheets she provided to plaintiffs, but rather a selection of sheets that had 

been reordered and divided into groups, to which were added notes and dividers 

that counsel referred to as “extraneous materials” not intended to be part of the 

exhibit.
23

  The witness had no role in selecting or reordering the documents, and 

could not verify from a visual examination of the 6000+ sheets during the hearing 

that they were a subset of the ones provided by her office.
24

  The court therefore 

sustained an objection to admitting the documents without some witness who could 

authenticate them through personal knowledge.
25

Plaintiffs called such a witness—the representative of Verify the Vote who 

had directed the process of sorting signature sheets by circulator and investigating 

circulators—but did not renew the motion to admit the boxes of signature sheets en 

masse, instead selecting groups of petitions from the box to be marked, explained, 

and admitted separately.
26

  The court did not forbid plaintiffs from admitting the 

petitions as a group once foundation had been laid; plaintiffs never renewed their 

request after laying foundation for the selected signature sheets.  The only request 

                                                
22

 Tr.12:2-19:19.
23

 Tr.22:24-23:8,57:18-61:14.
24

 Tr.20:19-26:19.
25

Id.
26

 Tr.57:18-61:14,75:1-77:11,85:9-86:15,92:3-93:5.



plaintiffs’ counsel made was to ask the court whether there was some more 

efficient way to proceed, to which the court neutrally answered that it could not 

assist plaintiffs’ counsel in deciding how to present their case.
27

  

The court did not abuse its discretion by holding plaintiffs to the 

authentication requirements of Rule 901 or by leaving to counsel the choice of how 

to organize and present their evidence.  No grounds for reversal exists.

II. Plaintiffs’ due process rights were not infringed by conducting an 

expedited hearing at their request and without their objection.

Plaintiffs obtained the signature sheets between August 3-7, four weeks 

before Maricopa County began the process of printing its ballots.
28

  Plaintiffs filed 

suit three weeks later on August 24, with only seven pre-ballot days remaining.
29

  

Plaintiffs requested an evidentiary hearing on an expedited basis, pursuant to 

A.R.S. §19-122(C).
30

  Plaintiffs’ request was granted and an expedited half-day 

hearing scheduled six days later, on the afternoon before ballot printing was 

scheduled to begin.
31

  The morning of that same day was reserved for the 

Committee’s hearing seeking to rehabilitate hundreds of individual petition 

                                                
27

 Tr.79:14-20.
28

 Tr.19:15-19,7:24-9:13.
29

 Complaint.
30

Id.; Application for Order to Show Cause.
31

 Order to Show Cause; 8/31/12 Minute Entry.



signatures, with the understanding that rulings in both cases needed to be issued by 

midday on the day after the hearings.
32

Now plaintiffs contend that the expedited proceedings they requested 

infringed their due process rights under the U.S. and Arizona Constitutions.  

Plaintiffs made no such objection in the trial court, either when the hearing was 

scheduled for a half day or when the court began the hearing by indicating that the 

available time would be split evenly among the parties.
33

  Plaintiffs were not held 

to the equal split of time, but were permitted nearly two-thirds of the time allotted 

for presentation of evidence, and as much time in closing as both defendants 

combined.
34

  The plaintiffs’ decision regarding when to sue also left the court with 

no additional time to extend the hearing for plaintiffs, given the need for a final 

decision by the middle of the next business day to provide guidance for the 

printing of ballots in Maricopa County.
35

Rule 16(h) permits trial courts to impose reasonable time limits on 

proceedings.
36

  Time limits are reviewed for an abuse of discretion, and remand for 

additional proceedings is available only where the time limits imposed were 

                                                
32

 Tr.198:22-24.
33

 Tr.4:6-14.
34

Supra n.14.
35

 Tr.125:9-126:6.
36

ARIZ. R. CIV. P. 16(h).



unreasonable under the circumstances and resulted in prejudice.
37

  Relevant 

circumstances include the role of counsel in agreeing to the time limits and in 

using the limited time efficiently.
38

  Lastly, in order to preserve a claim of 

prejudice associated with time limits, counsel must make an offer of proof in the 

trial court regarding the specific evidence they would have presented if given more 

time.
39

Plaintiffs cannot satisfy this standard.  Expedited evidentiary hearings are 

regularly held in election cases, requiring counsel to prepare their cases thoroughly 

and have a plan to introduce the necessary evidence quickly.  The plaintiffs were 

aware of the limited time that would be available to consider their claims when 

they filed their lawsuit one week before ballot printing began, and they were also 

aware of the number of petitions and allegedly ineligible circulators at issue based 

on the allegations of their complaint.  They had six days to prepare to present 

evidence of those allegations efficiently, and they agreed that they would be able to 

do so in a half-day hearing.  Review of the hearing transcript reveals that, even 

though they knew they had limited time, they did not use that time efficiently, 

instead examining non-essential witnesses and failing to focus their examination 

                                                
37

  Brown v. U.S. Fidelity & Guar. Co., 194 Ariz. 85, 90-91 ¶29, 977 P.2d 807, 

812-13 (App. 1998); Gamboa v. Metzler, 223 Ariz. 399, 402-03 ¶17, 224 P.3d 215, 

218-19 (App. 2010).
38

Gamboa, 223 Ariz. at 402 ¶¶13-16, 224 P.3d at 218.
39

Id. at 403 ¶¶17-18, 224 P.3d at 219.



on the key issues and exhibits to be introduced.
40

  Furthermore, they made no offer 

of proof regarding the additional evidence they would have admitted given 

additional time.
41

  Plaintiffs have shown no prejudice resulting from the time 

limitations to which they agreed, and no conduct by the trial court rising to the 

level of a due process violation.

III. The trial court did not err in entering final judgment.

Plaintiffs contend that the trial court should not have entered final judgment 

in their case while an appeal could still be filed in the Committee’s case 

rehabilitating signatures.  This argument was not made in the trial court and has 

been waived.  Moreover, if an appeal had been filed in the Committee’s case 

(which it has not), plaintiffs could have sought relief either through their own 

appeal or through a motion to set aside the judgment.

IV. Plaintiffs’ claims are barred by the statute of limitations.

Actions alleging that the Secretary of State has failed to perform his duties 

regarding review of petitions submitted must be challenged within five days of the 

Secretary’s action certifying signatures as eligible.
42

  Plaintiffs’ action was not 

                                                
40

 Tr.7:1-28:4,37:10-98:23.
41

Tr.178:14-179:1,179:25-180:9.
42

See Trans. Infrastructure Moving Arizona’s Econ. v. Brewer, 219 Ariz. 207, 213 

¶30, 196 P.3d 229, 235 (2008); A.R.S. §19-122(A).  Challenges to the qualification 

of initiatives on other bases are brought under A.R.S. §19-122(C), which does not 

have a time limit other than laches.  Kromko v. Superior Court, 168 Ariz. 51, 811 

P.2d 12 (1991).



filed within five days after the Secretary’s certification of petition signatures 

eligible for certification on August 2.
43

  Its claims for relief based on alleged 

deficiencies in the Secretary’s review and certification of eligible signatures, 

particularly the claim directed at 263 signatures on petitions with blank circulator’s 

affidavits,
44

 were time-barred under A.R.S. §19-122(A) and should have been 

dismissed.

V. Plaintiffs’ claims are barred by the doctrine of laches.

In the context of election cases, suits will be dismissed on grounds of laches 

where they are brought too late, as a practical matter, for the courts to fully 

consider the claims raised prior to the printing of ballots.
45

  Plaintiffs were able to 

obtain copies of the petitions at issue four weeks before ballot printing began, but 

consumed three of those weeks with their own investigation, without providing any 

notice to the Committee that would have permitted the Committee to prepare a 

defense to these factually intensive claims.  The need for adequate preparation time 

is particularly pronounced for those petitions suffering from alleged defects that 

would merely remove the presumption of validity, because of the time necessary to 

                                                
43

 MTD Ex.2; Complaint.
44

 A.R.S. §19-121.01(A)(1)(d).
45

Harris v. Purcell, 193 Ariz. 409, 411 ¶7, 412 ¶¶15-17, 973 P.2d 1166, 1168

(1998); Mathieu v. Mahoney, 174 Ariz. 456, 459-60, 851 P.2d 81, 84-85 (1993).



rehabilitate individual signatures.
46

  And the need for preparation time was 

heightened by the fact that even plaintiffs had not calculated the precise number of 

signatures at issue in their complaint, or made any effort to tie the signatures to 

those signatures already removed from the total signatures supporting the Act 

pursuant to the statutory formula of A.R.S. §19-121.04.

Laches has been compounded in this appeal by plaintiffs’ request that this 

case be remanded for even more evidentiary proceedings, despite the fact that 

Maricopa County has begun laying out its ballot and will begin physically printing 

on Friday, September 7.  Plaintiffs’ decision to use three of the available weeks to 

prepare their case has left them without sufficient time for this Court to consider 

this appeal and grant the additional hearing requested prior to ballot printing.

VI. Plaintiffs’ evidence of felony convictions was inadmissible and 

insufficient.

The court found that plaintiffs had invalidated petitions containing 1,793 

signatures circulated by individuals ineligible to circulate petitions due to prior 

felony convictions.
47

  No judgments of conviction or identifying documents were 

                                                
46

See Whitman v. Moore, 59 Ariz. 211, 125 P.2d 445 (1942); Tr.136:13-

137:13,174:21-25,175:13-18.
47

 8/31/12 M.E. at 3.  The court’s math appears to include all signatures on those 

petitions, rather than discounting them as provided by A.R.S. §19-121.04(A).  See 

MTD Ex.4.  Thus, even if the court were correct in holding that plaintiffs had 

proven the Lebeaux and Spiker petitions ineligible, the resulting deduction of total 

signatures should have been lower.



introduced in support of plaintiffs’ contention that these individuals were felons.  

Instead, plaintiffs relied on reports from a Lexis/Nexis public records database that 

itself bears an accuracy warning.
48

  That database shows addresses corresponding 

to a name, and criminal records corresponding to the same name, but does not tie 

the addresses to the criminal record, raising the possibility that two individuals 

with the same name are governed by the same report: one who lives at the listed 

address and is not a convicted felon, and the other who is a convicted felon but 

does not live at that address.
49

  The witness who authenticated the Lexis/Nexis 

searches admitted that she lacked personal knowledge of the petition circulators 

and that the information in the reports corresponding to their alleged convictions 

(social security number, date of birth, physical description) does not appear in the 

petition circulator affidavits from which she drew their address information.
50

This court has held, consistent with both due process and the rules of 

evidence, that a prior felony conviction can be proven only with (1) a properly 

admissible public record satisfying the requirements of authentication and hearsay 

exceptions and (2) evidence linking that record of conviction to the particular 

                                                
48

 Trial Ex.24, App.2, at SOV000357; Tr.111:16-25.  For one of the two, a website 

docket printout was also entered; that printout likewise did not have address 

information.  Tr.70:16-74:25.
49

 Trial Ex.24, App.2.
50

 Tr.110:7-25,113:21-116:1,116:18-117:13,118:9-21.



person at issue in the case.
51

  Plaintiffs should not have been permitted to rely on 

the double-hearsay, unauthenticated reports to establish the criminal conviction of 

anyone, nor on those reports’ aggregation of information relating to a name as 

showing all information relates to the same person.

VII. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, judgment in the Committee’s favor should be 

affirmed without remanding for further proceedings.

Respectfully submitted this 4
th

 day of September, 2012.

LEWIS AND ROCA LLP (00030700)

By s/ Kimberly A. Demarchi
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Attorneys for Real Party in Interest Open 
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State v. Hauss, 140 Ariz. 230, 231, 681 P.2d 382, 383 (1984); State v. Pennye, 

102 Ariz. 207, 208, 427 P.2d 525, 526 (1967); ARIZ. R. EVID. 801, 802, 803(8), 

805, 901; see also Buzard v. Griffin, 89 Ariz. 42, 50, 358 P.2d 155 (1961) (fraud 

cannot be established by speculation or conjecture).
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